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About This Game

Infiltrate German occupied territory with your squad of military misfits. Destroy, steal, and kidnap your way out. Sweaty palms
and sniper rifles span six war-torn countries. Survive the tension and intrigue of a movie-quality WWII classic on your

computer.

12 men, 1 Chance!

Features:

Goal-based gameplay offers complete freedom in developing mission strategies

Multiple missions in 1942-45 France, North Africa, Norway and other war-ravaged locations

Drivable WII military vehicles
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Begin with a briefing session to assemble your squad, review photos, maps and more

Dynamic visual effects and 3D theater-like sounds will have you ducking for cover

Authenticity right down to the WWII uniforms
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Title: Deadly Dozen
Genre: Action, Strategy
Developer:
N-Fusion Interactive
Publisher:
Retroism
Release Date: 31 Oct, 2001

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP / Vista / 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: 1.0 GHz Processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 100% DirectX compatible graphics

Storage: 800 MB available space

Sound Card: 100% DirectX compatible card or onboard sound

English
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I have just started getting into this game. But basically, I think it is great! The minute I connected my JOYSTICK EXTREME
3D PRO and realized that I could use the hat and trigger to configure the controls at will and then fly with ease I fell in love.
This game is very simple, but it is sheer dogfighting fun with decent graphics. I have tried games like Elite Frontier and X3, but
I think there is something those developers are missing. Some people don’t want to have to study in order to be able to play a
game, they want to jump in the cockpit and become Christopher Blair (Maverick from Wing Commander), an ace pilot. This
game is basically a space shooter arcade with a very short storyline. But imagine if they took this flight engine and added it to an
open world, does not need to be as complex as the world of Elite or even Star Citizen, just a something as simple as Freelancer
(my favorite space sim ever) and you have a dream come true. I don’t care about physics, I want to trade, discover and be the
ace pilot. Having said that, this game is fun and worth checking out!

If I were to keep it to simple suggestions they would be:

1. Have a carrier/base launch sequence - for example the launch in Eve is amazing
2. Have a carrier landing sequence, approach a enter a gate at the base/carrier to land.. G@ym of the year simply because it has
a built in uninstall button. Kinda annoying that the steam link doesn't provide full USB support as standard, but this works
excellently for handling Singstar microphones - which I occasionally use for Ultrastar. 19 challenging yet never overly difficult
test chambers based on Portal 1
good stuff
..though the female British AI is way too erratic to be an AI. So keep in mind that this game is in Alpha. And it will stay in
Alpha for about another 6-9 months from what I heard. So far I have played a few hours and I have some honest reviews and
predictions for this game.

Current State: The UI is simple and easy to navigate. Character customization in minimal but keep in mind its early and the
developers are working night and day to make this game perfect. Maps are basic and textures are a little bland (keep in mind the
engine that this game is running on allows for so much room for improvement (think rocketleague looks, then transport them
here). On screen displays, such as goals, points, and descriptions of what is going on are super basic but get the point accross for
now. Some textures are placeholders, for example 2 of the guns are not finsihed yet and have a chrome look place holder. The
audio in the game has room to improve as well, Some sounds in the game could be improved such as music, (or lack there of)
there isnt alot of background noise, there is some fan cheers in the background ,sometimes, which is a nice touch, but if they
can add more things like that it would be a huge improvement. This might sound like a lot but trust me there is so much
potenital in this game.

Gameplay couldn't be more smooth, the way the physics function in the game make it super easy to preform infinite possibiltes.
I played for about 5 hours and in that time I never did the same thing twice, and doing new things makes room for even more
chances to do something benifical for your team. The art of playing with a teammate or temamtes makes the game way more
interesting. Flying through the air just to pass, have it slapped back at you, then you slap it into the goal is just a great feeling. Ill
admit the way the ball interacts with the player is a bit off, mainly with slapping and recieving the ball but it isnt completely
broken and can be steadlily improved into something more fluid. If you have the option between solo training or playign with
bots, choose solo. Bots need to be worked on a bit before they can compete with even starting players. There is no ranked
system as of yet or a que system, and no friend system so joing matches and playing with friends is quite difficult without
communication in discord. The fact that this game is in Alpha and already super fun to play is amazing. The competitive aspect
of this game can be extremly fun and competitive. The only way that this game will reach its potential and become the great
game it destined to be, is to gain a communtiy of dedicated players willing to put effort into making this game great. If you are
looking for brand new game to go pro in, as a semi pro in rocket league myself I can vouch for this game. And will stick by it
wether its playing or managing the community. Please buy this game (seriously), its so much fun and if you like to see
something grow into something wonderful then I highly incourage you to purchase this game. The devs are super nice and
patient and willing to help who ever needs it. Hope I get a chance to play with some new people soon!
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. Millennium is a Japanese-style role-playing video game series by Aldorlea Games. It is set in a fantasy medieval world where
players take control of a young peasant girl named Marine.

RPG at 2D, created with RPG Maker with a fabulous story and a brutal storyline.

Each character has its personality and method of combat.
Very good for lovers of Retro Games.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uKdbv-4GcTM&index=86&list=PL957yPFpIoy-OXNNTdHWyLU8aePVGEP4L&t=1s.
Similar to the fist. Good graphics.
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Amazing job, this is a well thought out story straight to the end. The horror elements are definitely there. I'd say this is an
underrated rpg horror game that deserves more praise. 10\/10!. m-m-m-m-m-m-m-m-m-m-m-m-m-m-m-m-m-m-MARILYN.
It's nice to have an additional military that provides elite infantry. The dictator costume is pretty good as well. Overall, worth
getting when it goes on sale.. This just needs some tweaks to make it better.

The font is awful. There were a few instances where I had to look twice to understand which word was displayed.

I have played it twice, on one occasion the game just didn't recognise a word and it scrolled off the bottom of the screen. On the
other occasion, the word was I - as in, I am. I was surprised it was on there as a word, and more surprised that I had to type a
capital I. This may be the issue with keypresses being "not recognised" - if there are maybe a couple of words in the dictionary
with capital letters.. Good game to activate your the Restriction in Community Market :))). Interesting experience featuring a
clever change in protagonist and plot direction. I finished the game in five hours. I did get lost for a little while until reoriented
as the wilderness can be hard to navigate if you leave the beaten path. I got this game with the Witch-Hunt bundle, (WH is
awesome BTW) otherwise I probably would not have acquired Shadows Peak.

Not really an FPS, although it has a few point and shoot moments. Mostly a sci fi-horror story where one location leads to
another to advance the plot. The map is open but there are a couple methods employed to keep the player following the linear
story: which is a good thing because its easy to head the wrong way in the dusky wooded environment. Also, expect to explore a
couple caves along the way.

I don't think there is enough game here to stand on its own, however as part of a bundle I am OK with it.
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